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Abstract
A mesh refinement method is described for solving optimal control problems using Legendre-Gauss-
Radau collocation. The method detects discontinuities in the control solution by employing an edge de-
tection scheme based on jump function approximations. When discontinuities are identified, the mesh
is refined with a targeted h-refinement approach whereby the discontinuity locations are bracketed with
mesh points. The remaining smooth portions of the mesh are refined using previously developed tech-
niques. The method is demonstrated on two examples, and results indicate that the method solves op-
timal control problems with discontinuous control solutions using fewer mesh refinement iterations and
less computation time when compared with previously developed methods.
1 Introduction
Over the past few decades, direct collocation methods have become increasingly popular for solving op-
timal control problems numerically. Direct collocation methods are state and control parameterization
methods where the dynamics are approximated at a set of specially chosen points called collocation points.
The optimal control problem is then transcribed to a finite-dimensional nonlinear programming problem
(NLP) [1, 2]. The NLP is then is solved numerically using well known software [3, 4]. In any direct col-
location method, the optimal control problem is approximated on a mesh, where the mesh is a division of
the independent variable into segments called mesh intervals over which collocation is performed. Tradi-
tional direct collocation methods take the form of an h method where a low-order method is employed
(typically, a method such as trapezoidal or Runge-Kutta is used) and the order of the method is the same in
every mesh interval. Accuracy in an hmethod is then achieved by increasing the number of mesh intervals
and/or adjusting the locations of the intervals [1, 5, 6]. More recently, research has explored p methods.
In a p method, the order of the method is varied in each mesh interval, but the number of mesh intervals
remains small. Accuracy using a p method is then achieved by increasing the order of the approximation
in each mesh interval. In order to achieve maximum effectiveness, p methods have been developed using
Gaussian quadrature collocation [7–9]. Gauss quadrature collocation methods employ Legendre-Gauss [7]
(LG), Legendre-Gauss-Radau [8] (LGR), or Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto [9] (LGL) points and converge at an
exponential rate when the solution is smooth and well-behaved [10–14].
Although h methods have been used extensively and p methods have shown promise on problems
where the solution can be approximated accurately using a low-degree or moderate-degree polynomial,
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both the h and p approaches have limitations. In the case of an h method, obtaining a high-accuracy so-
lution typically requires the use of an extremely fine mesh. In the case of a p method, obtaining a high-
accuracy solution typically requires the use of an unreasonably large-degree polynomial. To overcome the
limitations with h and p methods, recent research has focused on hp methods. As the name suggests, hp
methods adjust both the number and placement of mesh intervals and the order of the approximation in
eachmesh interval. While hpmethods were originally developed as finite-element methods for solving par-
tial differential equations [15–19], in the past decade a framework has been established for solving optimal
control problems numerically using hpmethods [20–25]. Recent research has shown that hp direct colloca-
tion methods can outperform h or pmethods both in terms of computational efficiency and in reducing the
size of the finite-dimensional approximation.
When solving an optimal control problem computationally using either an h, p, or hpmethod, mesh re-
finement is employed to improve the accuracy of the discretization [6]. In optimal control, mesh refinement
produces a sequence of meshes on which the problem is discretized and the corresponding NLP is solved.
The solution on a given mesh is generally higher in accuracy than the solution on the preceding mesh, and
mesh refinement terminates when a specified accuracy tolerance has been attained. The decision-making
process employed to iteratively refine the mesh is known as a mesh refinement method.
Various mesh refinement methods for solving optimal control problems have been developed previ-
ously. Reference 1 develops a primarily h method which subdivides the mesh based on an error estimate
for the state. A ph strategy is described in Ref. 22 where priority is placed on increasing the polynomial
degree first, but mesh intervals are subdivided and set to a low degree approximation if the required poly-
nomial degree exceeds a specified maximum. Reference 25 introduces a method which analyzes the decay
rates of Legendre polynomial coefficients to determine whether mesh intervals are smooth or nonsmooth,
and then takes p or h refinement actions accordingly. Reference 26 describes a method that uses a differen-
tiation matrix to identify and place knots at locations where the control rate of change is high. Reference 27
employs density functions to allocate grid points such that the integrated density is equal across each mesh
interval. Beyond the references just listed, the reader is referred to [5,20,21,23,24,28–41] and the references
therein for further information regarding mesh refinement methods for optimal control and hp refinement
techniques more generally.
Although many of the aforementioned mesh refinement methods can be effective when the solution is
smooth, these methods can be less effective when solving an optimal control problem with a nonsmooth
solution. When the solution is nonsmooth, the piecewise-smooth nature of the solution may not match the
piecewise-smooth parameterization of the solution. Any loss in solution accuracy due to such a mismatch
must be overcome by generating an appropriately partitioned mesh. Thus, a key challenge in mesh refine-
ment is to detect and accurately locate the nonsmooth features of the solution and then to adjust the mesh
appropriately. The new mesh must adequately capture the piecewise-smooth nature of the solution while
simultaneously maintaining computational efficiency by employing the sparsest mesh possible.
It is desirable that a mesh refinement method exactly identify all locations of nonsmoothness in the
solution and then partition the mesh at those locations. In such a method, the mesh would contain a
mesh point that coincides with each location of nonsmoothness. The transcription of the optimal control
problem on such a mesh would result in a piecewise-smooth approximation that matches the piecewise-
smooth behavior of the solution. Current mesh refinement methods for optimal control, however, make
little attempt to identify locations of nonsmoothness or do so with low accuracy. In addition, typical mesh
refinement strategies for refining the mesh once a nonsmooth feature is identified tend to result in repeated
subdivision of the mesh around the nonsmooth location until the accuracy tolerance is attained. Such
mesh refinement approaches can be computationally intensive because it may take many mesh refinement
iterations to achieve the desired accuracy. In addition, the mesh resulting from such an approachmay place
an unnecessarily large number of mesh intervals near the location of nonsmoothness, producing a larger
discretization than necessary.
Motivated by the prevalence of nonsmooth behavior in the solutions to optimal control problems and
the need for better mesh refinement methods to handle such solutions, this paper describes a new method
for solving optimal control problems whose solutions are nonsmooth. In the method of this paper, dis-
continuities in the control solution are identified and located using jump function approximations [42–46].
Jump function approximations are an effective tool in detecting discontinuities, because they tend towards
zero everywhere except at the discontinuity locations where they tend towards the value of the jump in the
underlying function. While most research on jump function approximations has focused on their mathe-
matical foundations and with image and signal processing in mind (see Ref. 42–46), this paper extends the
use of jump function approximations to optimal control. In particular, this paper employs jump function
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approximations for the purposes of discontinuity detection in a novel mesh refinement method. Whenever
discontinuities are identified, the mesh is refined with a targeted h-refinement approach which brackets
each of the identified discontinuity locations with mesh points. On subsequent mesh refinement iterations,
the mesh points that bracket a discontinuity are reused and their locations updated to reflect the higher
accuracy and precision of the discontinuity location estimate on the latest mesh. Such an approach confines
discontinuities to small mesh intervals rapidly, and does so in a way which does not add unnecessary size
to the mesh (and therefore the NLP).
The contributions of this paper are as follows. The use of jump function approximations is extended
to optimal control. Specifically, jump function approximations are incorporated into the mesh refinement
process as a tool for detecting and accurately locating discontinuities using only the numerical solution
on a given mesh. The next contribution is the mesh refinement method itself. The method combines an
effective discontinuity detection scheme with a specialized h-refinement procedure that rapidly increases
the resolution of the mesh around identified discontinuities while keeping the mesh size relatively small.
Computational benefits gained by employing the newmethod are demonstrated on two examples as a final
contribution.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the optimal control problem
written in Bolza form. A brief review of jump function approximations is given in Section 3. Section 4
describes the transcription of the optimal control problem to an NLP. This is followed by Sections 5 and
6 which describe the mesh refinement method and the corresponding mesh refinement algorithm respec-
tively. The method is then demonstrated on two examples in Section 7. Finally, Sections 8 and 9 discuss the
results and draw conclusions about the method.
2 Bolza Optimal Control Problem
Consider the following optimal control problemwritten in Bolza form. Determine the initial and final times,
t0 and tf , as well as the state, ypτq P R
ny , and the control, upτq P Rnu , on the domain τ P r´1,`1s that
minimize the cost functional
J “Mpyp´1q, t0,yp`1q, tf q `
tf ´ t0
2
ż `1
´1
Lpypτq,upτq, tpτ, t0 , tf qq dτ, (1)
while satisfying the state dynamics relations
dy
dτ
´
tf ´ t0
2
apypτq,upτq, tpτ, t0 , tf qq “ 0, (2)
the boundary conditions
bpyp´1q, t0,yp`1q, tf q ď 0, (3)
and the path constraints
cpypτq,upτq, tpτ, t0 , tf qq ď 0, (4)
where the functionsM, L, a, b, and c are defined by the mappings
M : Rny ˆ Rˆ Rny ˆ RÑ R,
L : Rny ˆ Rnu ˆ RÑ R,
a : Rny ˆ Rnu ˆ RÑ Rny ,
b : Rny ˆ Rˆ Rny ˆ RÑ Rnb ,
c : Rny ˆ Rnu ˆ RÑ Rnc ,
and the affine relation
t ” tpτ, t0, tf q “
tf ´ t0
2
τ `
tf ` t0
2
, (5)
relates the computational domain τ P r´1,`1s to the time interval t P rt0, tf s.
3 Jump Function Approximations
Solutions to the Bolza optimal control problem defined in Section 2 are often nonsmooth. Nonsmoothness
in the solution may take the form of a discontinuous control (for example, a bang-bang control), a discon-
tinuous state or control derivative, or discontinuities in higher-order derivatives. Nonsmooth behavior in
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the solution can be difficult to approximate numerically, because numerical methods for optimal control
typically assume a smooth or piecewise smooth parameterization which often does not match the piece-
wise smooth nature of the solution. The mismatch between the solution and the parameterization of the
solution results in a decrease in the numerical solution accuracy in the neighborhood of the discontinuity.
Therefore, in order to improve the accuracy of a numerical solution to an optimal control problem with a
nonsmooth solution, the locations of the associated discontinuities must first be accurately determined so
that the mesh can be refined appropriately.
The method of this paper employs jump function approximations for the purposes of estimating discon-
tinuities in the solution of an optimal control problem. A brief background on jump functions and methods
to approximate jump functions is provided in Section 3.1. With the appropriate background established,
Section 3.2 discusses how jump function approximations are useful when applied to solving optimal control
problems whose solutions are nonsmooth.
3.1 Background
A jump function is defined as follows. Let f : R Ñ R be an arbitrary function defined on the interval
t P rt0, tf s. The jump function of fptq, denoted rf sptq, is defined as
rf sptq “ fpt`q ´ fpt´q, (6)
where fpt`q and fpt´q are the right-hand and left-hand limits of fptq, t P pt0, tf q. Equation (6) dictates
that the jump function be zero across intervals where fptq is continuous and that the jump function take
on the value of the jump in fptq at those locations where fptq is discontinuous. Such a property is useful
in discontinuity detection, because one can discern the discontinuity locations by observing where the
jump function is non-zero. However, constructing the jump function via Eq. (6) requires the value of the
underlying function, fptq, be known over the entire domain of interest.
Jump function approximations offer a more practical approach for determining discontinuity locations.
Much of the research in developing jump function approximations has been conducted in the context of
digital image processing where discontinuities take the form of edges in a two-dimensional image. Here,
a brief overview of the major developments in jump function approximation techniques is provided, but
is restricted to one dimension. Further information regarding jump function approximations and edge
detection can be found in Ref. 42–46 and the references therein.
The original jump function approximation is derived from a Fourier analysis of the underlying function
as follows. Consider an arbitrary function f : RÑ R with domain t P r´π, πs. The truncated Fourier series
expansion of fptq is given by
SN rf sptq “
a0
2
`
Nÿ
n“1
ran cos pntq ` bn sin pntqs , (7)
where an and bn are the Fourier coefficients. The conjugate Fourier series expansion of fptq is then expressed
as
S˜N rf sptq “
Nÿ
n“1
ran sin pntq ´ bn cos pntqs . (8)
For real-valued, continuous functions the truncated Fourier series approaches fptq and the truncated con-
jugate Fourier series approaches zero as the number of terms increases. In contrast, real-valued functions
that contain discontinuities produce a truncated Fourier series that experiences Gibbs phenomenon at the
discontinuity locations. Likewise, the truncated conjugate Fourier series does not approach zero at the dis-
continuity locations in fptq even asN approaches infinity. Instead, work by Luka´cs [47, 48] has shown that
the conjugate Fourier series satisfies the condition
lim
NÑ8
"
´π
logN
S˜N rf sptq
*
“ rf sptq, (9)
where rf sptq is the jump function. In other words, the truncated conjugate Fourier series scaled by negative
π{ logN approximates the jump function. It is noted that the result of Eq. (9) has been extended to include
generalized conjugate Fourier partial sums of the form
S˜σN rf sptq “
Nÿ
n“1
σ
´ n
N
¯
ran sin pntq ´ bn cos pntqs , (10)
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where σn,N “ σ
`
n
N
˘
are known as concentration factors [42]. For admissible concentration factors, a gener-
alized conjugate Fourier partial sum has the property
lim
NÑ8
S˜σN rf sptq “ rf sptq. (11)
The discrete analog to Eq. (10) is constructed from a uniform grid of samples fptjq, with grid points defined
by tj “ ´π ` pj `Nq∆t and∆t “ 2π{p2N ` 1q. These samples of fptq permit the formation of a generalized
discrete conjugate Fourier partial sum given by
T˜
γ
N rf sptq “
Nÿ
n“1
γ
´ n
N
¯
rAn sin pntq ´Bn cos pntqs , (12)
where tAn, Bnu are the discrete Fourier coefficients and γn,N “ γ
`
n
N
˘
are the discrete concentration factors
[42]. Like its continuous counterpart, the generalized discrete conjugate Fourier partial sum shares the
property of Eq. (11) and converges to the jump function as the number of terms approaches infinity.
An entirely different jump function approximation which does not rely upon a Fourier analysis of the
underlying function was introduced in Ref. 43. The approximation is developed as follows. Consider an
arbitrary function fptq defined on t P rt0, tf s and assume the function is sampled on a grid of N points, not
necessarily evenly spaced. Let St “ tt1, . . . , tm`1u be the set ofm` 1 closest grid points surrounding t, and
let S`t contain only the elements of St which are larger than t. The jump function of fptq is approximated
by
Lmfptq “
1
qmptq
ÿ
tjPSt
cjptqfptjq « rf sptq, (13)
where qmptq is defined by
qmptq “
ÿ
tjPS
`
t
cjptq, (14)
cjptq is defined by
cjptq “
m!
m`1ś
i“1
i‰j
ptj ´ tiq
, (15)
and m specifies the order of the approximation. Higher order approximations converge to the jump func-
tion faster outside the neighborhood of discontinuities but have oscillatory behavior in the vicinity of dis-
continuities. The oscillations are reduced via theminmod function, defined here as
MM pLMfptqq “
$’&
’%
min
mPM
Lmfptq if Lmfptq ą 0 @m PM,
max
mPM
Lmfptq if Lmfptq ă 0 @m PM,
0 otherwise,
(16)
whereM Ă N` is a finite set of choices of the approximation orderm. Equation (16) converges to the jump
function as the grid point spacing in St approaches zero [43].
The convergence properties of Equations (10), (12), and (16) to the jump function allow one to dis-
tinguish between the continuous regions of fptq and intervals of fptq where a discontinuity is suspected.
Neighborhoods surrounding discontinuities in fptqwill see jump function approximations which approach
the value of the jump. Conversely, the jump function approximation values will tend towards zero outside
the neighborhoods of discontinuities. Therefore, one can detect discontinuities by observing where the
absolute value of an appropriate jump function approximation exceeds a specified threshold. In this man-
ner, jumps in fptq of sufficiently large magnitude cause the jump function approximation to exceed the
threshold in the neighborhood of the jump and that neighborhood is identified as being likely to contain a
discontinuity.
3.2 Application to Optimal Control
Jump function approximations are an effective tool for estimating the locations of nonsmooth behavior in
the solutions of optimal control problems. In particular, a jump function approximation built from the op-
timal control problem solution allows one to make an assessment as to whether the underlying function is
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continuous or discontinuous and where the discontinuities (if any) might lie. In principle, jump function
approximations could be produced to detect a variety of nonsmooth behavior such as control discontinu-
ities, control derivative discontinuities, or corners in the state. The question of which jump function to
approximate and which method to approximate it with is dependent upon the type of nonsmooth behavior
one seeks to identify and the (perhaps limited) information available about the underlying function in the
numerical solution.
Typically, the nonsmooth behavior of interest occurs in the state and/or the control solution. It is gener-
ally the case that the state has more continuous derivatives than the control, and that nonsmooth features
in the state solution tend to coincide in location with nonsmooth features of the control solution. Therefore,
searching for nonsmoothness in the control solution is usually sufficient and easier to do. Of the types
of nonsmooth control solution behavior, discontinuous controls tend to be the biggest cause for concern
when solving an optimal control problem numerically. For these reasons and for the purposes of clarity
and brevity, the scope of this paper is restricted to searching for discontinuities in the control.
The strategy for determining control discontinuities requires first generating jump function approxima-
tions for each of the control components. While any one of the methods discussed in Section 3.1 could be
applied to generate jump function approximations for the control components, all three [Eqs. (10), (12), and
(16)] require a particular set of information. In the case of Eq. (10), the Fourier coefficients used in the jump
function approximation require a continuous representation of the control. In contrast, Eq. (12) requires the
control be sampled on an evenly spaced grid in order to obtain the discrete Fourier coefficients. Finally,
Eq. (16) only requires local samples of the control which do not need to be evenly spaced.
In this research, the numerical solution to the optimal control problem is attained by employing a direct
collocation method which produces values for the control at the collocation points. The spacing of the
collocation points across rt0, tf s is method dependent, but uneven spacing is typical. Therefore, the jump
function approximation of Eq. (16) is most practical from an implementation standpoint, because Eq. (12)
would require interpolation to an evenly-spaced grid, and Eq. (10) would require the discrete control values
be converted to some continuous parameterization. Thus, the remainder of this paper employs Eq. (16)
exclusively for approximating the jump functions of the control components.
4 Legendre-Gauss-Radau Collocation
Section 3 introduced three jump function approximation techniques and discussed how Eq. (16) is par-
ticularly useful in direct collocation methods for generating jump function approximations of the control
components. In principle, Eq. (16) could be applied within a number of direct collocation schemes. Here,
we restrict ourselves to Legendre-Gauss-Radau (LGR) collocation. The remainder of this paper employs
LGR collocation exclusively to illustrate how jump function approximations can be incorporated into the
existing framework of direct collocation methods for optimal control and the computational benefits of
doing so.
A number of factors weigh in on the decision to use an LGR collocation scheme. The LGRmethod allows
for a highly general problem formulation, takes advantage of the integration accuracy and exponential con-
vergence rates obtained by employing a Gaussian quadrature method, and can be posed as an integration
method which allows for a convenient approach to estimate the state error. Additionally, a convergence
theory has been established [12,13]. The accuracy of the LGRmethod is particularly important, because the
accuracy of each control component’s jump function approximation is inherently tied to the accuracy of the
numerical solution for the control.
4.1 Multiple Interval Bolza Formulation
In the hp discretization of the LGR collocation method, the domain of the Bolza problem described in
Section 2, τ P r´1,`1s, is partitioned into a mesh consisting of K mesh intervals. The mesh intervals are
defined as Sk “ rTk´1, Tks, k “ 1, . . . ,K , where ´1 “ T0 ă T1 ă . . . ă TK “ `1. Together, the mesh
intervals satisfy the property that
Kď
k“1
Sk “ r´1,`1s. Let y
pkqpτq and upkqpτq be the state and control in
Sk. The Bolza optimal control problem of Eqs. (1)-(3) is expressed in multiple interval form as follows.
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Minimize the cost functional
J “Mpyp1qp´1q, t0,y
pKqp`1q, tf q `
tf ´ t0
2
Kÿ
k“1
ż Tk
Tk´1
Lpypkqpτq,upkqpτq, tpτ, t0, tf qq dτ, (17)
subject to the state dynamics relations
dypkqpτq
dτ
´
tf ´ t0
2
apypkqpτq,upkqpτq, tpτ, t0, tf qq “ 0, pk “ 1, . . . ,Kq, (18)
the boundary conditions
bpyp1qp´1q, t0,y
pKqp`1q, tf q ď 0, (19)
the path constraints
cpypkqpτq,upkqpτq, tpτ, t0, tf qq ď 0, pk “ 1, . . . ,Kq, (20)
and the state continuity constraints,
ypT`k q ´ ypT
´
k q “ 0, pk “ 1, . . . ,K ´ 1q. (21)
4.2 Formation of the Nonlinear Program
The segmented Bolza problem of Eqs. (17)–(21) is discretized using collocation at LGR points [8, 22, 49–51].
The state is approximated on each mesh interval by a Lagrange polynomial with support points at the
Legendre-Gauss-Radau (LGR) nodes [52],
´
τ
pkq
1
, . . . , τ
pkq
Pk
¯
P rTk´1, Tkq, and the non-collocated endpoint,
τ
pkq
Pk`1
“ Tk. The resulting Pk-degree polynomial state parameterization is expressed on each mesh interval
as
ypkqpτq « Ypkqpτq “
Pk`1ÿ
j“1
Y
pkq
j ℓ
pkq
j pτq, ℓ
pkq
j pτq “
Pk`1ź
l“1
l‰j
τ ´ τ
pkq
l
τ
pkq
j ´ τ
pkq
l
, pk “ 1, . . . ,Kq, (22)
where τ P r´1,`1s, and ℓ
pkq
j pτq, j “ 1, . . . , Pk ` 1 are a basis of Lagrange polynomials. Differentiating
Eq. (22) with respect to τ leads to
dYpkqpτq
dτ
“
Pk`1ÿ
j“1
Y
pkq
j
dℓ
pkq
j pτq
dτ
, pk “ 1, . . . ,Kq. (23)
The state derivative approximation of Eq. (23) is collocated with the right-hand side of the system dynamics
at the LGR points of each mesh interval, producing the state dynamics approximation,
Pk`1ÿ
j“1
D
pkq
ij Y
pkq
j “
tf ´ t0
2
apY
pkq
i ,U
pkq
i , tpτ
pkq
i , t0, tf qq, pi “ 1, . . . , Pk, k “ 1, . . . ,Kq, (24)
where
D
pkq
ij “
dℓ
pkq
j pτ
pkq
i q
dτ
, pi “ 1, . . . , Pk, j “ 1, . . . , Pk ` 1q,
are the elements of the Pk ˆ pPk ` 1q Legendre-Gauss-Radau differentiation matrix [8] in mesh interval Sk . The
remaining constraints are similarly discretized, forming the discrete boundary conditions,
bpY
p1q
1
, t0,Y
pKq
PK`1
, tf q ď 0, (25)
and the discretized path constraints,
cpY
pkq
i ,U
pkq
i , tpτ
pkq
i , t0, tf qq ď 0, pi “ 1, . . . , Pk, k “ 1, . . . ,Kq. (26)
Finally, the cost functional is approximated as a cost function by applying LGR quadrature rules to estimate
the integral portion of Eq. (17) on each mesh interval. The cost function is defined as
J «MpY
p1q
1
, t0,Y
pKq
PK`1
, tf q `
tf ´ t0
2
Kÿ
k“1
Pkÿ
j“1
w
pkq
j LpY
pkq
j ,U
pkq
j , tpτ
pkq
j , t0, tf qq, (27)
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where w
pkq
j is the j
th LGR weight in mesh interval Sk.
The discretization of Eqs. (18)–(20) and the quadrature approximation of Eq. (17) combine to form the
following nonlinear program. Minimize the cost function of Eq. (27) subject to the discrete dynamics con-
straints of Eq. (24), the boundary conditions of Eq. (25), and the discretized path constraints of Eq. (26).
Notice that the state continuity constraints of Eq. (21) are implicitly applied by using the same variable for
Y
pkq
Pk`1
and Y
pk`1q
1
at each of the interior mesh points. Lastly, it is noted that
P “
Kÿ
k“1
Pk, (28)
is the total number of LGR points.
4.3 Approximation of Solution Error
Suppose the nonlinear program of Eqs. (24)–(27) has been solved on a mesh, Sk, k “ 1, . . . ,K , with Pk
collocation points in mesh interval Sk . An estimate of the discretization error on the current mesh must
be obtained in order to assess the accuracy of the solution. The approach used in this paper estimates the
relative error in the state solution as a proxy for measuring the discretization error. The method employed
is identical to Ref. 22 and is summarized here.
The objective is to approximate the error in the state at a set ofMk “ Pk` 1 LGR points
´
τˆ
pkq
1
, . . . , τˆ
pkq
Mk
¯
,
where τˆ
pkq
1
“ τ
pkq
1
“ Tk´1, and τˆ
pkq
Mk`1
“ Tk. Let the values of the state approximation at the points´
τˆ
pkq
1
, . . . , τˆ
pkq
Mk
¯
be denoted
´
ypτˆ
pkq
1
q, . . . ,ypτˆ
pkq
Mk
q
¯
. Next, let the control be approximated in mesh interval
Sk with the Lagrange polynomial
Upkqpτq “
Pkÿ
j“1
U
pkq
j ℓˆ
pkq
j pτq, ℓˆ
pkq
j pτq “
Pkź
l“1
l‰j
τ ´ τ
pkq
l
τ
pkq
j ´ τ
pkq
l
, (29)
and let the control approximation at τˆ
pkq
i be denoted upτˆ
pkq
i q for i “ 1, . . . ,Mk. The value of the right-hand
side of the dynamics at pYpτˆ
pkq
i q,Upτˆ
pkq
i q, τˆ
pkq
i q is used to construct an improved approximation of the state.
Let Yˆpkq be a polynomial of degree at most Mk that is defined on the interval Sk. If the derivative of Yˆ
pkq
matches the dynamics at each of the Radau quadrature points τˆ
pkq
i , i “ 1, . . . ,Mk, then we have
Yˆpkqpτˆ
pkq
j`1q “ Y
pkqpτˆ
pkq
1
q `
tf ´ t0
2
Mkÿ
l“1
Iˆ
pkq
jl a
´
Ypkqpτˆ
pkq
l q,U
pkqpτˆ
pkq
l q, tpτˆ
pkq
l , t0, tf q
¯
, j “ 1, . . . ,Mk, (30)
where Iˆ
pkq
jl , j, l “ 1, . . . ,Mk, is the Mk ˆ Mk LGR integration matrix corresponding to the LGR points
defined by
´
τˆ
pkq
1
, . . . , τˆ
pkq
Mk
¯
. Comparing the interpolated values, Ypτˆ
pkq
l q, l “ 1, . . . ,Mk ` 1, with the inte-
grated values, Yˆpτˆ
pkq
l q, l “ 1, . . . ,Mk ` 1, the absolute and relative errors in the i
th component of the state at
pτˆ
pkq
1
, . . . , τˆ
pkq
Mk`1
q are defined, respectively, as
E
pkq
i pτˆ
pkq
l q “
ˇˇˇ
Yˆ
pkq
i pτˆ
pkq
l q ´ Y
pkq
i pτˆ
pkq
l q
ˇˇˇ
,
e
pkq
i pτˆ
pkq
l q “
E
pkq
i pτˆ
pkq
l q
1` max
jPr1,...,Pk`1s
kPr1,...,Ks
ˇˇ
ˇY pkqi pτ pkqj q
ˇˇ
ˇ ,
„
l “ 1, . . . ,Mk ` 1,
i “ 1, . . . , ny,

. (31)
The maximum relative error in mesh interval Sk is then defined as
epkqmax “ max
iPr1,...,nys
lPr1,...,Mk`1s
e
pkq
i pτˆ
pkq
l q. (32)
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5 hp-Adaptive Mesh Refinement Method
Suppose the nonlinear program of Eqs. (24)–(27) has been solved on a mesh Sk “ rTk´1, Tks, k “ 1, . . . ,K ,
with Pk LGR points in mesh interval Sk. Suppose further that the maximum relative error estimate, e
pkq
max
of Eq. (32), exceeds a desired error tolerance, ǫ, on one or more of the mesh intervals. In order to satisfy
the desired error tolerance on each mesh interval, the current mesh must be refined using an appropriate
mesh refinement method. The LGR method is then applied to the new mesh and the cycle repeated until
the error tolerance is satisfied.
This section develops a novel hp-adaptivemesh refinement method which detects and brackets any con-
trol discontinuities detected in the solution. The method refines the mesh in a two pass sequence referred to
as ”nonsmooth mesh refinement” and ”smooth mesh refinement” respectively. The novelty of the method
lies in the nonsmooth mesh refinement method and its ability to interface with existing mesh refinement
methods which are used to carry out smooth mesh refinement. The idea is to detect, locate, and bracket
nonsmooth features of the solution (control discontinuities in this research) during nonsmooth mesh refine-
ment, and then refine the remaining smooth portions of the mesh with a chosen smooth mesh refinement
method. In this manner, existing mesh refinement methods which perform poorly when discontinuities are
present in the solution can be combined with the nonsmooth mesh refinement approach to further improve
their performance.
The nonsmooth and smooth refinement methods are described next in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2 respec-
tively. Throughout this process, it is useful to define a few terms. The mesh used to discretize and solve the
optimal control problem on the current iteration is called the current meshwhile the mesh obtained after the
current iteration of mesh refinement is complete is called the new mesh. The new mesh is used to discretize
and solve the optimal control problem again, becoming the current mesh on the next iteration. The term
intermediate mesh describes the mesh as it transitions from the current mesh to the new mesh.
Each stage of the mesh refinement process is guided by whether and where the solution is thought
to be smooth or nonsmooth. The terms smooth segment and nonsmooth segment are introduced here to la-
bel particular regions of the mesh as follows. A nonsmooth segment is a region of the mesh defined by
rTm, Tm`2s, m P t0, . . . ,K ´ 2u which bounds one (and only one) of the identified discontinuities. The re-
maining portions of the mesh are labeled as smooth segments, because they contain none of the identified
discontinuities. Note that each nonsmooth segment is comprised of the two mesh intervals which form
the bracket around the identified discontinuity, and each smooth segment spans the mesh intervals which
connect one nonsmooth segment to the next. Moreover, the initial mesh is comprised of a single smooth
segment encompassing the entire mesh on rT0, TKs, and the smooth and nonsmooth segment labels are
updated during the nonsmooth mesh refinement process.
5.1 Nonsmooth Mesh Refinement
Nonsmooth mesh refinement detects, locates, and then brackets discontinuities identified on the current
mesh. In this research, only control discontinuities are considered and their locations are estimated using
jump function approximations. Nonsmooth mesh refinement begins by employing the method of Sec-
tion 5.1.1 to identify and estimate the locations of the control discontinuities. After discontinuity locations
have been estimated, a sequence of specialized refinement actions are taken to bracket newly identified
discontinuities, update the brackets of previously identified discontinuities, and relabel any nonsmooth
segments which are now thought to be smooth.
The nonsmooth mesh refinement actions occur in the following sequence. Suppose the method of Sec-
tion 5.1.1 detects a total of nd discontinuities whose estimated locations are d1 ă d2 ă . . . ă dnd with
estimated uncertainty bounds td´i , d
`
i u, i “ 1, . . . , nd. These uncertainty bounds are first adjusted using
the method of Section 5.1.2 in order to prevent overlap with one another and to limit the estimated uncer-
tainty bounds to a single smooth or nonsmooth segment. Next, any newly identified discontinuities located
on a smooth segment of the current mesh are bracketed via the method of Section 5.1.3. The newly identi-
fied discontinuities may instead lie on a nonsmooth segment of the current mesh, indicating a previously
identified discontinuity has been identified again. In such a case, the existing bracket is updated by em-
ploying the method of Section 5.1.4. Finally, the method of Section 5.1.5 relabels any nonsmooth segments
which are no longer thought to contain a discontinuity. Detailed descriptions of the discontinuity detection
procedure and the nonsmooth mesh refinement actions are described next.
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5.1.1 Discontinuity Detection
Discontinuities are detected on a case-by-case basis for each control component using jump function ap-
proximations of the form given in Eq. (16) constructed from the numerical control solution. Consider the
solution for the ith control component Uipτ
pkq
j q, i P t1, . . . , nuu, j “ 1, . . . , Pk, k “ 1, . . . ,K . The range of
the control component solution is first normalized to r0, 1q via the transformation
uipτ
pkq
j q “
Uipτ
pkq
j q ´ Ui,min
1` Ui,max ´ Ui,min
, (33)
whereUi,min andUi,max are theminimum andmaximumvalues of the control component solution. The nor-
malized control component solution, uipτ
pkq
j q, and the corresponding collocation points, τ
pkq
j (on r´1, 1q of
the entire mesh), are applied to Eqs. (13)–(16), producing a jump function approximation for the normalized
control component solution. The jump function approximation is only evaluated at τ
pkq
j` 1
2
“ 1
2
´
τ
pkq
j ` τ
pkq
j`1
¯
,
j “ 1, . . . , Pk and k P t1, . . . ,Ku such that the error estimate, e
pkq
max of Eq. 32, exceeds the specified error toler-
ance (e
pkq
max ą ǫ). In other words, the jump function approximation is only evaluated on those mesh intervals
which need to be refined. Now, let the evaluation of the jump function approximation at τ
pkq
j` 1
2
be denoted
byMM
´
LM uipτ
pkq
j` 1
2
q
¯
. A discontinuity is considered present at τ
pkq
j` 1
2
when the condition
ˇˇ
ˇMM ´LM uipτ pkqj` 1
2
q
¯ˇˇˇ ě η, (34)
is satisfied for at least one of the normalized control components (ui, i P t1, . . . , nuu). Note that the param-
eter 0 ă η ă 1 is a user-defined threshold which specifies the relative size of jumps that should be detected.
Smaller values of η are more likely to identify discontinuities present in the control solution, but run a
higher risk of attaining false positives. Likewise, larger values of η reduce the likelihood of false positives,
but run a higher risk of attaining false negatives.
Bounds on the uncertainties in the discontinuity locations are also estimated. Suppose Eq. (34) is satis-
fied at τ
pkq
j` 1
2
for some j P t1, . . . , Pku and k P t1, . . . ,Ku. This indicates that a discontinuity is present in the
normalized control solution somewhere on τ P rτ
pkq
j , τ
pkq
j`1s [43]. However, the goal is to identify discontinu-
ities in the optimal control, not its numerical approximation. Due to the additional uncertainty incurred by
employing the numerical control solution as a proxy for the optimal control, a safety factor, µ ě 1, is intro-
duced to extend the estimated discontinuity uncertainty bounds. The more conservative bounds estimates
are defined by
d´ “ τ
pkq
j` 1
2
´ µ
´
τ
pkq
j` 1
2
´ τ
pkq
j
¯
,
d` “ τ
pkq
j` 1
2
` µ
´
τ
pkq
j`1 ´ τ
pkq
j` 1
2
¯
.
(35)
Larger values of µ aremore likely to produce bounds which contain the discontinuity in the optimal control.
However, smaller values of µ increase the resolution around the discontinuity when the problem is re-
solved on the new mesh, as will become clear later.
5.1.2 Adjust Discontinuity Uncertainty Bounds
Suppose the smooth or nonsmooth segment rTm, Tns, 0 ď m ă n ď K on the current mesh contains the
newly identified discontinuities di, i “ 1, . . . , D where 1 ď D ď nd and Tm ă d1 ă . . . ă dD ă Tn.
The associated uncertainty bounds td´i , d
`
i u, i “ 1, . . . , D are adjusted as follows. The exterior uncertainty
bounds, d´
1
and d`D , are first confined to rTm, Tns by redefining them as
d´
1
“ maxpTm, d
´
1
q,
d`D “ minpTn, d
`
Dq.
(36)
Likewise, any overlapping interior uncertainty bounds (d`i ą d
´
i`1, i P t1, . . . , D ´ 1u) are redefined as
d`i “ d
´
i`1 “
1
2
pdi ` di`1q , (37)
in order to resolve overlap.
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5.1.3 Bracket Discontinuities
Suppose the intermediate mesh is currently comprised of mesh intervals Sk “ rTk´1, Tks, k “ 1, . . . ,K ,
with Pk LGR points in mesh interval Sk. Suppose further that the smooth segment rTm, Tns, 0 ď m ă
n ď K contains the newly identified discontinuities di, i “ 1, . . . , D, with estimated uncertainty bounds
td´i , d
`
i u, i “ 1, . . . , D, where 1 ď D ď nd and Tm ă d1 ă . . . ă dD ă Tn. The intermediate mesh is
refined as follows. For each discontinuity, di, i “ 1, . . . , D, the intermediate mesh on rd
´
i , d
`
i s is replaced
by a new nonsmooth segment consisting of two mesh intervals. The new mesh intervals span rd´i , dis
and rdi, d
`
i s respectively and are allocated four collocation points each. All remaining mesh intervals are
either unaffected by the change or are subdivided in the process. In either case, these mesh intervals retain
the same number of collocation points as the mesh interval they originated from before the bracketing
operation. Figure 1 demonstrates the process for a single discontinuity.
Figure 1: Example of the bracketing technique for a single discontinuity (red x). The intermediate mesh is
shown before (top) and after (bottom) refinement.
5.1.4 Update Brackets
Suppose the intermediate mesh is currently comprised of mesh intervals Sk “ rTk´1, Tks, k “ 1, . . . ,K ,
with Pk LGR points in mesh interval Sk. Suppose further that the nonsmooth segment rTm, Tm`2s, 0 ď
m ă m` 2 ď K , contains the newly identified discontinuities di, i “ 1, . . . , D, with associated uncertainty
bounds td´i , d
`
i u, i “ 1, . . . , D, where 1 ď D ď nd and Tm ă d1 ă . . . ă dD ă Tm`2. The expected scenario
isD “ 1, because each nonsmooth segment is constructed to bracket a single discontinuity. However,D ą 1
is possible when the locations of discontinuities lie close together relative to the resolution provided by the
current mesh on the previous iteration of mesh refinement. The general case where D ě 1 is treated here
for completeness.
The discontinuity bracket is updated as follows. New brackets are formed by replacing the nonsmooth
segment on rTm, Tm`2s by D nonsmooth segments spanning rd
´
i , d
`
i s, i “ 1, . . . , D, respectively. Each
new nonsmooth segment consists of two mesh intervals covering rd´i , dis and rdi, d
`
i s respectively and
are allocated four collocation points each. Each connecting interval rd`i , d
´
i`1s, i P t1, . . . , D ´ 1u, such
that d`i ă d
´
i`1 forms a new mesh interval which is allocated four collocation points and is labeled as a
smooth segment. Finally, the mesh intervals Sm “ rTm´1, Tms and Sm`3 “ rTm`2, Tm`3s are extended to
include rTm, d
´
1
s and rd`D, Tm`2s respectively, noting that the number of allocated collocation points remains
unchanged. However, in the special case where Sm or Sm`3 is contained on a nonsmooth segment or does
not exist (m “ 0 or m ` 2 “ K), a new smooth segment is created instead. The new smooth segment
is comprised of a single mesh interval spanning rTm, d
´
1
s or rd`D, Tm`2s respectively and is allocated four
collocation points. Note that no new smooth segment is created when Tm “ d
´
1
or d`D “ Tm`2 respectively.
Figure 2 demonstrates the update process for a single discontinuity. As can be seen, the net effect of the
update procedure is to contract the bracket around the discontinuity location. Two benefits are apparent.
The first is that the resolution around the discontinuity location increases with each successive bracket
update. A second benefit is that the mesh points that bracket the discontinuity are reused, thereby limiting
the growth in size of the mesh.
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Figure 2: Example of the update technique for a single discontinuity (red x). The intermediate mesh is
shown before (top) and after (bottom) refinement.
5.1.5 Relabel Brackets
Suppose the intermediate mesh is currently comprised of mesh intervals Sk “ rTk´1, Tks, k “ 1, . . . ,K ,
with Pk collocation points in mesh interval Sk . Suppose further that none of the newly identified disconti-
nuities, di, i “ 1, . . . , nd, are contained on the nonsmooth segment rTm, Tm`2s, 0 ď m ă m ` 2 ď K , and
that either Sm`1 “ rTm, Tm`1s or Sm`2 “ rTm`1, Tm`2s requires refinement (that is, either e
pm`1q
max ą ǫ or
e
pm`2q
max ą ǫ). The nonsmooth segment is relabeled as smooth and is combined with any adjacent smooth
segments. However, no structural changes are made to the intermediate mesh as can be seen in Fig. 3 which
illustrates the process.
Figure 3: Example of the relabeling procedure. The intermediate mesh is shown before (top) and after
(bottom) the segments have been relabeled.
5.2 Smooth Mesh Refinement
Suppose the current mesh is comprised of mesh intervals Sk “ rTk´1, Tks, k “ 1, . . . ,K , with Pk LGR
points in mesh interval Sk. Suppose further that the nonsmooth mesh refinement method of Section 5.1
has produced an intermediate mesh consisting of mesh intervals Sˆ
kˆ
“ rTˆ
kˆ´1, Tˆkˆs, kˆ “ 1, . . . , Kˆ , with
Pˆ
kˆ
collocation points in mesh interval Sˆ
kˆ
. In its current state, the intermediate mesh has bracketed all
of the identified discontinuities, leaving only those mesh intervals contained on smooth segments of the
intermediate mesh to be refined. While many methods could fulfill the smooth mesh refinement role,
this research refines each smooth segment using one of three different methods currently available in the
literature [21, 22, 25].
It may be ambiguous at first glance how one should proceed with smooth mesh refinement given the
changes made during nonsmooth mesh refinement. The state and control solution as well as the maximum
relative error estimates, e
pkq
max, k “ 1, . . . ,K , were all obtained using the current mesh, not the intermediate
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mesh. In order to proceed, a mesh interval index mapping heuristic is employed to relate the index of any
mesh interval contained on a smooth segment of the intermediate mesh back to a unique index of a mesh
interval from the current mesh. The map kˆ Ñ k allows mesh refinement decisions to be made for Sˆ
kˆ
based
upon the solution and error estimates obtained for Sk.
The mesh interval indices are mapped as follows. Only mesh intervals contained on a smooth segment
of the intermediate mesh are being refined, so only those mesh intervals are considered in the map. Three
possibilities arise for the mapping kˆ Ñ k. Case 1: Sˆ
kˆ
Ş
pTk´1, Tkq ‰ H for a unique choice of kˆ and k such
that Sk lies on a smooth segment of the current mesh. Case 2: Sˆkˆ ” Sk for a unique choice of kˆ and k
such that Sk lies on a nonsmooth segment of the current mesh. Case 3: neither case 1 nor case 2 is satisfied
for a particular choice of kˆ, no map is attained, and the mesh interval Sˆ
kˆ
is not refined any further. Note
that the third case only arises when the update procedure of Section 5.1.4 produces a new smooth segment,
meaning Sˆ
kˆ
has already been refined during the nonsmooth refinement process.
After obtaining the map kˆ Ñ k, one last step is necessary to avoid over-refinement. The error estimates
e
pkq
max, k P t1, . . . ,Ku are set to zero when the corresponding mesh interval, Sk, contains one or more of
the identified discontinuities, di, i P t1, . . . , ndu. The reasoning is that mesh refinement has already been
performed on Sk during nonsmooth refinement, so additional refinement is overkill. Following this final
adjustment, smooth mesh refinement is performed one smooth segment at a time using the method of
Ref. 22, Ref. 25, or Ref. 21 until refinement is complete and the new mesh has been formed.
6 Mesh Refinement Algorithm
An overview of the mesh refinement algorithm appears below. The mesh refinement iteration is denoted
by M and is incremented by one with each loop of the algorithm. The algorithm terminates when either
the mesh error tolerance, ǫ, is satisfied on each mesh interval or whenM reaches a prescribed limit,Mmax.
Mesh Refinement Method
Step 1: SetM “ 0 and supply initial mesh. All mesh intervals form a single, smooth segment at the start.
Step 2: Solve Radau collocation NLP of Section 4.2 on meshM .
Step 3: Compute maximum relative error e
pkq
max in Sk, k “ 1, . . . ,K , using Eq. (32).
Step 4: If e
pkq
max ď ǫ for all k P t1, . . . ,Ku orM ąMmax, then quit. Otherwise, proceed to Step 5a.
Step 5: Apply the nonsmooth mesh refinement method of Section 5.1.
(a): Identify and estimate the locations of discontinuities using the method of Section 5.1.1.
(b): Adjust the discontinuity location uncertainty bounds using the method of Section 5.1.2.
(c): Bracket new discontinuity locations using the method of Section 5.1.3.
(d): Update existing discontinuity brackets using the method of Section 5.1.4
(e): Relabel discontinuity brackets using the method of Section 5.1.5.
Step 6: Apply the smooth mesh refinement method of Section 5.2.
Step 7: IncrementM by unity and return to Step 2.
7 Examples
In this section the mesh refinement method described in Section 5 is demonstrated on two examples. The
first example has a discontinuous control solution which highlights the ability of the method to detect,
locate, and bracket discontinuities quickly and efficiently. The second example has a continuous control
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solution and demonstrates the ability of the method to discern when discontinuities are not present. In
evaluating the performance of the method developed in this paper, comparisons will be made against the
method of Ref. 25. While comparisons could also be made against other mesh refinement methods (for
example, the methods of Ref. 22 and Ref. 21), the method of Ref. 25 tends to outperform these previously
developed methods and offers a more competitive comparison.
When using the various methods, the terminology hp and hp-pµq is adopted to refer to the method
of Ref. 25 without and with nonsmooth mesh refinement respectively, where µ ě 1 denotes the value of
the safety factor used in Eq. (35). Results are shown for three safety factors µ “ p1, 1.5, 2q to illustrate
the performance of the method as a function of the safety factor. In addition, jump function approximation
ordersM “ t1, . . . , 6u are used to evaluate Eq. (16) and the discontinuity detection threshold is set to η “ 0.1.
All results were obtained using the MATLAB optimal control software GPOPS´ II [53] running with the
NLP solver IPOPT [4] in full Newton mode with the linear solver MA57 [54], an optimality tolerance of
10´9, and mesh refinement accuracy tolerances of ǫ “ p10´6, 10´7, 10´8q. All first and second derivatives
were supplied to IPOPT using the built-in sparse central differencing method in GPOPS´ II that uses
the method of Ref. [55]. Next, for each result shown the initial mesh consists of ten uniformly-spaced mesh
intervals with four collocation points in each mesh interval. Moreover, the initial guess consists of a straight
line connecting the given (or guessed) initial and terminal values of the variables. All computations were
performed on a 2.4 GHz 8-Core Intel Core i9 MacBook Pro running macOS Catalina version 10.15.1 with
32 GB of 2400 MHz DDR4 RAM and MATLAB version R2019b. The CPU times reported in this paper are
20-run averages of the execution time.
7.1 Example 1: Minimum Time Reorientation of a Robotic Arm
Consider the following optimal control problem obtained fromRef. 56 where the goal is to reorient a robotic
arm in minimum time. Minimize the final time
J “ tf , (38)
subject to the dynamic constraints
dy1
dτ
“
tf ´ t0
2
y2,
dy2
dτ
“
tf ´ t0
2L
u1,
dy3
dτ
“
tf ´ t0
2
y4,
dy4
dτ
“
tf ´ t0
2Iθ
u2,
dy5
dτ
“
tf ´ t0
2
y6,
dy6
dτ
“
tf ´ t0
2Iφ
u3,
(39)
the control inequality constraints
´ 1 ď ui ď 1 pi “ 1, 2, 3q, (40)
and the boundary conditions
y1p´1q “ 9{2, y1p`1q “ 0, y2p´1q “ 0, y2p`1q “ 0,
y3p´1q “ 0, y3p`1q “ 2π{3, y4p´1q “ 0, y4p`1q “ 0,
y5p´1q “ π{4, y5p`1q “ π{4, y6p´1q “ 0, y6p`1q “ 0,
(41)
where t0 “ 0, tf is free, Iφ “
1
3
`
pL´ y1q
3 ` y31
˘
, Iθ “ Iφ sin
2py5q, and L “ 5. A typical numerical solution
for the control is shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen, the defining feature of the optimal control is its bang-bang
structure with five discontinuities located at τ « t´0.5000,´0.3882, 0.0000, 0.3882, 0.5000u.
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Figure 4: Control component solutions for Example 1 obtained by the hp-p1qmethod at a mesh error toler-
ance of ǫ “ 10´8.
The mesh histories obtained when solving this problem using the hp and hp-p1qmethods are shown in
Fig. 5 and are representative of other results obtained. Observing the mesh history of the hp-p1q method,
it is seen that all five discontinuities were identified and bracketed by mesh points during the first mesh
refinement iteration. On subsequent refinement iterations, these brackets were updated to reflect the new
discontinuity location estimates and their associated uncertainty bounds, each time producing mesh point
brackets which bound the discontinuity locations in the optimal control solution. The net effect is a sys-
tematic increase in resolution of the mesh around the discontinuity locations while keeping the mesh rel-
atively sparse outside the neighborhoods of the discontinuities. In contrast, the hp method subdivides the
mesh intervals containing discontinuities into equally spaced sub-intervals. While such a strategy works
in principle, it produces unnecessarily large meshes that concentrate grid points around the discontinuity
locations. In addition, the hp method takes three more mesh refinement iterations than the hp-p1qmethod
to satisfy the desired solution accuracy.
Next, Fig. 6 shows the total computation time (CPU time) and the number of mesh refinement iterations
(M ) for each of the methods. It is seen that the hp-p1q, hp-p1.5q, and hp-p2qmethods take the same or fewer
number of mesh refinement iterations to converge to the solution accuracy when compared with the hp
method. A similar trend is observed for the total computation time. It is also observed that the largest
differences in performance between the hp method and the hp-p1q, hp-p1.5q, and hp-p2q methods occurs at
the two highest mesh error tolerances tested. Comparing the hp-p1q, hp-p1.5q, and hp-p2q methods among
one another, it is observed that the number of mesh refinement iterations tends to increase slightly as the
safety factor is increased from µ “ 1 to µ “ 2. Figure 6 also shows the total number of mesh intervals
(K) and the total number of collocation points (P ) obtained on the final mesh for each of the methods.
Inspecting Fig. 6, it is seen that the hp method uses fewer collocation points and mesh intervals than the
hp-p1q, hp-p1.5q, and hp-p2qmethods at the lowest error tolerance. However, the opposite is true at the two
highest mesh error tolerances. In fact, the largest difference in performance occurs at the highest mesh
error tolerance tested, where the hp-p1q, hp-p1.5q, and hp-p2qmethods use a much sparser mesh than the hp
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Figure 5: Mesh histories obtained by the hp method (left) and the hp-p1q method (right) when solving
Example 1 at a mesh error tolerance of ǫ “ 10´8.
method to achieve the same error tolerance of ǫ “ 10´8. Overall, Fig. 6 suggests that the nonsmooth mesh
refinement method of Section 5 is an effective approach for quickly and efficiently refining the mesh when
discontinuities are present in the control solution, especially at high error tolerances.
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Figure 6: Final mesh characteristics and computation times for Example 1.
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7.2 Example 2: Maximum Crossrange Shuttle Reentry
Consider the reusable launch vehicle reentry problem of Ref. 1. For brevity, the problem description is
omitted from this paper, noting that Ref. 1 uses English units whereas SI units were used to obtain the
results shown here. A typical numerical solution for the control is shown in Fig. 7 where it is observed
that the solution is continuous for both control components. The continuous nature of the control solution
allows one to observe how the nonsmooth mesh refinement method performs when no discontinuities are
present in the control solution. As one might hypothesize, the jump function approximations constructed
for the two control components should indicate that no discontinuities are present and that only smooth
mesh refinement is necessary. If true, the mesh histories obtained using the hp, hp-p1q, hp-p1.5q, or hp-p2q
methods should be identical to one another with minimal deviations in the total computation times. That
hypothesis is confirmed for all three mesh error tolerances tested, and Fig. 8 shows the identical mesh
history obtained by all four methods as well as the average CPU times. Thus, the hp-p1q, hp-p1.5q, and hp-
p2qmethods correctly determine that the control solution is continuous, and they maintain the performance
of the hpmethod.
Figure 7: Control component solutions for Example 2 obtained by the hp-p1qmethod at a mesh error toler-
ance of ǫ “ 10´8.
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Figure 8: Mesh history obtained by the hp, hp-p1q, hp-p1.5q, and hp-p2qmethods when solving Example 2 at
a mesh error tolerance of ǫ “ 10´8 (left). Average computation times for Example 2 (right).
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8 Discussion
Each of the examples in Section 7 highlights different features of the mesh refinement method developed
in Section 5. The first example demonstrates the ability of the method to accurately detect and locate dis-
continuities in the control solution as well as the method’s ability to efficiently adjust the mesh around each
identified discontinuity. Moreover, the first example also demonstrates the computational benefits of using
such an approach at high mesh error tolerances, reducing final mesh size and converging to the solution
accuracy more quickly than the previously developed hpmethod. The second example highlights the abil-
ity of the method to discern when discontinuities are not present in the control solution. In addition, it was
seen that the hp-p1q, hp-p1.5q, and hp-p2q methods revert back to the performance of the hp method when
no control discontinuities are present in the solution. Thus, the method of Section 5 is effective regard-
less of whether the solution is smooth or nonsmooth, because discontinuities are accurately identified and
appropriate mesh refinement actions are taken in either case.
For problems with discontinuous control solutions, the hp-pµqmethods perform slightly differently de-
pending on the value of the safety factor µ ě 1. In the first example, it is seen that fewer mesh refinement
iterations and shorter computation times can be achieved when a smaller value for µ is chosen. Such a
result makes sense, because the value of µ directly controls the widths of the two mesh intervals which
bracket the discontinuity. Decreasing µ produces narrower discontinuity brackets, increasing the resolu-
tion around the discontinuity more rapidly. While a small discontinuity bracket is certainly desirable, it
should be noted that smaller values of µ run a higher risk of generating discontinuity uncertainty bounds
which miss the discontinuity, because the estimated bounds may be too narrow.
Two other parameters also affect the performance of the method of Section 5, but to a lesser degree.
The jump function approximation orders, M Ă N`, and the discontinuity detection threshold, 0 ă η ă
1, both affect whether a discontinuity is detected. Reference 43 discusses choices for the jump function
approximation orders, suggesting M “ t1, . . . , 6u as a reasonable choice and noting that including 1 P M
ensures first order convergence. As for the discontinuity detection threshold, it determines the relative size
of the jumps which should be detected. The choice of η is somewhat arbitrary but should be low enough
to detect the discontinuities present in the solution yet high enough to filter out the continuous locations.
As the threshold is lowered, discontinuities are more likely to be identified. Note, however, that regions of
rapid change may be mistakenly identified as discontinuous if the threshold is lowered excessively.
Next, the mesh refinement method of Section 5 is intended to be a step towards developing a general
purpose hp-adaptive method capable of detecting, locating, and efficiently handling any type of disconti-
nuity in the solution to an optimal control problem without apriori knowledge of the number of discon-
tinuities or their locations. In the ideal case, such a method would correctly identify all discontinuities of
interest with no false positives and mitigate each discontinuity’s detrimental effects on solution accuracy
while keeping the mesh size and computation time as small as possible. The method of Section 5 could be
further improved towards such a goal by employing other discontinuity detection techniques to locate non-
smooth solution behavior not captured by jump function approximations of the control components. For
example, jump function approximations built for the control derivative could help detect control derivative
discontinuities. Future research may also improve the accuracy and precision of the discontinuity location
estimates on a given mesh, and could be more robust to noise in the solution.
9 Conclusions
A mesh refinement method for solving optimal control problems has been developed. The method has
been shown to be capable of locating discontinuities in the control solution by employing jump function
approximations. These jump function approximations are generated using only the numerical solution for
the control on a given mesh and require no apriori knowledge of the solution structure or discontinuity
locations. When discontinuities are identified, the mesh refinement method brackets the discontinuity lo-
cations with a specialized h-refinement approach. The mesh refinement method has been demonstrated on
two examples and compared against the previously developed method of Ref. 25. It was observed that the
method required fewer mesh refinement iterations and achieved faster computation times when disconti-
nuities were present in the control solution.
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